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1/ What?
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What problems is OSCAL designed to solve?
● Standardize control information.
● Assess control implementations across multiple components.
● Supporting multiple regulatory frameworks simultaneously.
● Make authorization packages structured documentation and control assessments 

automatable.

“The OSCAL project seeks to change this situation by offering standardized 
representations for controls and their implementation in a system, which can be used by 
both humans and machines for development, analysis, and reporting. We need formats 
that can be generated by machines for communicating with other machines, but can also 
be easily reformatted so humans can read the information.” OSCAL Website

Alexander SteinCURRENT
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https://pages.nist.gov/OSCAL/learnmore/challenges/
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What problems is OSCAL not designed to solve?
● Not encode all security processes for all regulatory frameworks.
● Not replace other specialty standards for specific security domains.
● Not supercede other generalist data formats for generalized data exchange.
● Not implement an all-encompassing data structures for every single security tool.

Alexander SteinCURRENT
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How to connect OSCAL to the outside world?
● We extend OSCAL in an intentional way.
● We label how we purposefully extend it.

○ We do not confuse others with additional data.
○ We do not conflict with the extensions of others.
○ Quantifiable, externally generated output for self-assessment and final assessment

Alexander SteinCURRENT
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What makes OSCAL reusable? Components
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2/ Why?
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Compliance controls (like 800-53) in OSCAL:

● express high-level, strategic objectives
● use parameters

○ to reduce duplication
○ with loosely structured phrases
○ for human assessors to understand

● define goals (capabilities) to be tested
○ plan in a SAP
○ report findings in a SAR

Why connect OSCAL data to other data? To connect the dots.

Alexander SteinCURRENT
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Security testers and test tools (like Inspec):

● test concrete security implementations
● use parameters:

○ to reduce duplication
○ with structured, programmatically defined data
○ for computers to understand

● define experiment results
○ not exclusively connected to compliance goals
○ tests are generalist or specialized, but focused on 

security outcomes, with compliance goals or not
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Why not tack it on the end?

Unstructured relationships 
between structured data is still 
unstructured.
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3/ How?
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How do we connect OSCAL data to other data?
● Extensions

○ Add special data properties to OSCAL data models
○ Do not alter syntax and semantics of OSCAL
○ Added syntax stored outside original syntax definitions

■ Reduce burden of O&M for SSP authors
■ Empower SSP authoring tooling to developers to use or filter out this data
■ Empower assessment tool authors to collaborate with agency officials on provable standards

Alexander SteinCURRENT
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How does SSP component connect to Inspec tests?
1. InSpec runtime reads the profile
2. InSpec plugin will read extension schema (because it is enabled in profile)
3. InSpec will use the namespace and extension schema to load from component
4. InSpec will override necessary defaults from extension props
5. InSpec will return results in InSpec format (HDF)
6. InSpec plugin will optionally embed HDF results into OSCAL SAR observation format
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Extension and Namespace Approach

Phase 01 Phase 02 Phase 03 Phase 04

Build 
component

Integrate tools 
with extension

Select stakeholder 
and namespace

Validate 
component 
with extension 
testing in 
CI/CD

Build extension

Phase 05
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OSCAL Extension Data Model
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OSCAL to InSpec Mapping: Data Dictionary

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Jz391Wb9uzYISihDlFRGIHnpnBaDOT-Ck2Rb30IZEGY/edit#gid=0
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  <extension id="assessment-method-id">

     <extension-name>assessment-method-id</extension-name>

     <formal-name>Identifier of Assessment Method Metadata</formal-name>

     <description>Provides the UUID used as a lookup key to find the correct assessment method in resources.</description>

     <binding pattern="o:component/o:control-implementation/o:implemented-requirements/o:prop[@class='assessment-method-id']" />

     <constraint>

        <matches data-type="uuid" />

        <has-cardinality min-occurs="0" max-occurs="1" />

        <index-has-key name="index-back-matter-resource-id" target="o:back-matter/o:resources/@uuid">

           <key-field target="./@uuid"/>

           <remarks><p>When specifying an assessment method, you must provide a valid UUID for method metadata as defined in the 

resources section.</p></remarks>

        </index-has-key>

     </constraint>

  </extension>

OSCAL Extension: Defining the Schema
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           "assessment-method-id": {

               "extension-name": "assessment-method-id",

               "formal-name": "Identifier of Assessment Method Metadata",

               "description": "Provides the UUID used as a lookup key to find the correct assessment method in resources.",

               "bindings": [

                   { "pattern": 

"o:component/o:control-implementation/o:implemented-requirements/o:prop[@class='assessment-method-id']"}],

               "constraint": { "matches": [

                       { "data-type": "uuid" }],

                   "has-cardinality": { "min-occurs": 0, "max-occurs": "1" },

                   "index-has-keys": [

                       {

                           "name": "index-back-matter-resource-id",

                           "target": "o:back-matter/o:resources/@uuid",

                           "key-fields": {

                               "target": "./@uuid"

                           },

                           "remarks": "When specifying an assessment method, you must provide a valid UUID for method metadata as 

defined in the resources section."

                       }]

               }},

OSCAL Extension: Defining the Schema
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  <extension id="banner_text">

     <extension-name>banner_text</extension-name>

     <formal-name>System Use Notification</formal-name>

     <description>

        <p>System use notification to users before granting access to the system that provides privacy and security notices.</p>

     </description>

     <binding pattern="o:component/o:control-implementation/o:implemented-requirements/o:prop[@class='banner_text']" />

     <constraint>

        <matches data-type="string" />

        <has-cardinality min-occurs="0" max-occurs="1" />

        <index-has-key name="index-back-matter-resource-id" 

target="o:component/o:control-implementation/o:implemented-requirements/o:set-parameters">

           <key-field target="./@name"/>

           <remarks><p>When specifying an assessment method, you must provide a valid UUID for method metadata as defined in the 

resources section.</p></remarks>

        </index-has-key>

     </constraint>

  </extension>

OSCAL Extension: Defining the Schema
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           "banner_text": {

               "extension-name": "banner_text",

               "formal-name": "System Use Notification",

               "description": "\n         System use notification to users before granting access to the system that provides 

privacy and security notices.\n      ",

               "bindings": [{

                     "pattern": "o:component/o:control-implementation/o:implemented-requirements/o:prop[@class='banner_text']"}],

               "constraint": {

                   "matches": [{"data-type": "string"}],

                   "has-cardinality": {"min-occurs": 0, "max-occurs": "1"},

                   "index-has-keys": [

                       {

                           "name": "index-back-matter-resource-id",

                           "target": "o:component/o:control-implementation/o:implemented-requirements/o:set-parameters",

                           "key-fields": { "target": "./@name"},

                           "remarks": "When specifying an assessment method, you must provide a valid UUID for method metadata as 

defined in the resources section."

                       }

                   ]

               }

           }

OSCAL Extension: Defining the Schema
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               "implemented-requirements": [{

                   "uuid": "d1016df0-9b5c-4839-86cd-f9c1d113077b",

                   "control-id": "ac-8",

                   "set-parameters":

                   { "ac-8_prm_1" : { "value" : "You are accessing a U.S. Government (USG) Information System (IS) that is 

provided for USG-authorized use only" }},

                   "props": [{

                       "ns": "https://atarc.org/ns/oscal",

                       "class": "assessment-method-id",

                       "name": "inspec", "value": "090ab379-2089-4830-b9fd-26d0729e22e9"

                     },

                     {

                       "ns": "https://atarc.org/ns/oscal",

                       "name": "inspec", "class": "cci-crosswalk-id", "value": "CCI-000048"

                     },

                     {

                       "ns": "https://atarc.org/ns/oscal",

                       "name": "inspec", "class": "banner_text", "value": "ac-8_prm_1"

                     }],

OSCAL Extension: Use Inside Components
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       "back-matter": {

         "resources": [

           {

             "uuid" : "090ab379-2089-4830-b9fd-26d0729e22e9",

             "title" : "V-75435",

             "desc" : "Inspec profile specific test ID",

             "rlinks" : [

               {

                 "media-type": "application/inspec+ruby",

                 "href" : "https://github.com/mitre/canonical-ubuntu-16.04-lts-stig-baseline.git"

               }

             ]

           }

         ]

       }

OSCAL Extension: Use Inside Components and Links to Back Matter
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How do we prevent extensions from colliding? We color-code 
our work.

Alexander SteinCURRENT
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How can we express ownership for mappings? How should we?
● Namespace by framework

○ RMF 800-53
○ 800-171
○ ISO 27001

● Namespace by assessment organization (FedRAMP; DISA; federal agency)
○ FedRAMP
○ DISA
○ HHS (or any federal agency)

● Specialty guidance from advisory bodies
○ RMF 800-53A automated application, infrastructure and cloud guidance specific to one agency
○ RMF 800-53A automated application, infrastructure and cloud guidance specific from agency consortium
○ RMF 800-53A automated application, infrastructure and cloud guidance from MITRE
○ RMF 800-53A automated application guidance from community organizations (CIS, OWASP)

Alexander SteinCURRENT
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4/ Risks
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What are the risks of this approach?
● Mapping is difficult

○ Some Inspec properties do not map at all
○ Some properties do not map directly or clearly
○ Type structure (integer, string, list) not always easy to model

● Differences between type structure of OSCAL and security tools (InSpec)
● Quantifying the rewards for non-technical leadership
● For full ownership of extension:

○ Target ownership at the highest level stakeholder (shared responsibility)
○ Obtain buy-in from owner leadership
○ Scope initial work and pace effort
○ For automation metadata, integrate with tool developers ASAP
○ Build public, documented feedback mechanism for downstream users

Alexander SteinCURRENT
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5/ Rewards
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What are the rewards of this approach?
● Holy grail

○ Connect high-level compliance to security implementation
○ CCI mapping only goes so far
○ Automate the least automatable part of assessment
○ Take subjective human interpretation out of the loop

● Scale testing across traditional boundaries
○ Agency bureaucracy is limiting
○ Specific security tool assessment parameters reimplemented everywhere
○ Documentation on rationale for test tool parameters disjoint from strategic compliance goals

Alexander SteinCURRENT
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